
             Steve Pearson 2/23/2020 
“Seeking GOD for a Lifetime”  II Chronicles 14-16  

1. Seeking GOD is different from ___________. Seeking GOD is a  

    _______________________  of ______________ and ____________ 

    the True and Living GOD.  
A. This is done through:  Bible reading, prayer, ___________, listening, 

___________, thanksgiving, ____________, ____________, fasting. 
B. GOD the Father, wants a deep _______________ with us. HE doesn’t 

want us to see HIM as a Cosmic _______________________.  

C. Seeking GOD must become a __________; the first habit, the  
_________ habit. 

 

2. Seeking GOD is ____________ (or hosting) HIS Presence, and then  

    _____________ to HIS Presence. 
A. HE knows the ____________   You do not. 

       HE has the ______________   You do not. 
       HE has the _____________   You do not. 
       HE will __________ to you every day. Do you want to hear HIM? 

B. The question is:   Do you _____________________?  
C. The only answer is:  ____________ with HIM.  (dedicated, daily) 

 

3.  Seeking GOD allows you to know the ___________ that GOD has for 

     your life.   “Asa” means _________ or _____________. V.1  Did you  

     know that GOD has a glorious and _____________ purpose for your  
     life?  The only way to know HIS purpose is to ______________ be in  
      HIS Presence.  
 

4.  Seeking GOD enables you to throw off the _______________ that have  

     been in your family for ______________. Plus, it helps you replace 

     ____________ with ____________ and stability.  14:2-8, 15:16  
 

5.  Seeking GOD has a ______________________ of building spiritual 

     power that produces _____________________ over a Believer’s  

     lifetime like nothing else.       II Chronicles 26:5 
 

6. Seeking GOD is the first thing ________________ tries to stop you from  

     doing. John 10:10 

A. Are you ________________ to seek GOD?   
B. Who told you that seeking GOD is for ___________, and not for you?  

 



7.  Seeking GOD is the only way to _______________________ the  

     difficult tests of life. 
A. An enormous army of a million _____________ troops invaded 

Judah, on behalf of the Ethiopian ____________ on Egypt’s throne.  

(900 B.C.) Yet GOD gave Asa an overwhelming victory over them 

because of Asa’ _____________ to follow HIM. 14:9-15 
(He __________ the Test)  * Look at the Prophet Azariah’s message 

 to Asa ____________ his miracle military win.  15:1-7 
B. BUT in the __________ of Asa’s reign, wicked King Baasha of Israel 

(to the North) threatened the ____________ of Judah’s (south) 
border.  Asa didn’t _________________ about the danger.  Instead he 
foolishly __________ His problem by making a treaty with the pagan 
king of Syria, ______________.   (Asa ___________ the Test) 

C. Asa’s most lethal mistake was that he got ___________ at the Prophet 

Hanani (__________) when GOD sent him to correct the King that 
HE __________. He got angry and stopped ___________ with GOD. 

16:7-14  (He ___________ the Test again)  Asa’s last ___________  

(875-870 B.C.)  ……  were miserable.                

D.  Don’t _________ and _________.  Learn to ________ and ________.  
 
 

8.  If you don’t make a _____________ (covenant) to invest the time 

   into your relationship with the LORD, it will _________ happen.  

 15:12-16 
A.  Everything else in your life will steal your time; unless you set it 

 aside … for your crucial time to be alone with HIM.  
B.  ___________________ for 40 Days? (do it for yourself) 

C.  The “Forty Days of Prayer” Guide will get you started in  
  Seeking GOD. 
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